Set the Stones free
From 1985 to the Millennium Year 2000, many festival goers, welfare workers, Greens,
Pagans, Druids, Travellers, local Wiltshire people, and some police officers met together with
English Heritage and the National Trust representatives in the process which has been
dubbed the Stonehenge Peace Process, and latterly co-ordinated through the ‘Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’. There was a lot of healing to be done, and meanwhile, each year
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some people like those in Bruce’s Stonehenge Solstice story continued to make their own ,
often very individual journeys to the Stones for the solstice and other rituals despite the
continuing ban.
Margaret Greenfields was one of the 1980s recruits into the Traveller scene and Stonehenge
(although a veteran campaigner now!). She remembers the transition from the old days to the
newer ones:
“Pulled onto Henge in mid- June 1980 – I’m 17 and been hankering to get here for a couple of
years now. Arrived in a battered old Moggy with three other hippies and a dog. Getting there
had been chaotic – the vehicle wasn’t insured, and the driver didn’t have a licence – you know
how it was then. We were driving up the M4 and people were waving at us in a jolly way – so
we waved back – we’re young, stoned and happy…..waving getting more frantic, ‘hey they’re
very friendly out there today…’ suddenly smoke is coming up from the bottom of the car.
Screech to a halt on the hard shoulder – shit our exhaust is on fire – it had come down part of
the way through London and had been tied back up with a scarf (which smouldered and then
ignited) Grab the container of water out of the back – we also had a leaking radiator – and put
it out. On the road again – three minutes later pass a jam sandwich (police car) and drive past
slowly and the picture of innocence……
Get to Henge – that sign ‘It’s never too late to have a happy childhood’ – pull up by the green
pyramid stage – find the friends and the party begins and carries on and carries on…
..watching the sun rise on solstice morning – laid out on top of a bus – smoking, smoking,
smoking – double rainbow in the sky – does anyone have a camera – no? Well we’ll be back
next year.
As much as anything I remember the sight of the site as you went up the slope of the 303 just
outside of Countess Roundabout. Craning your neck for the first sight of the stones and then
look to the right and see a city in the fields spreading out around the barrows. The colour the
noise, the smell of woodsmoke and other smoke. The traders, the food, the music,
…..anything and everything available.

1982 I met my partner that year on site – not that we knew it then – it took us the best part of
20 years to get it together despite running across each other on sites and at parties on and off
over the years…..
Stripping off in hot summers (heavily pregnant once) and hosing down at taps outside the
disgusting portabogs nobody used – as the tourists piled out of their coaches and walking
down the paths – easy street, sleazy street and the rest, taking snaps (50p a photo mister)
talking to us uneasily as though we were monkeys who could speak. Lying on the grass
laughing into the night around a fire, watching the trippers watch the performers on a
motorbike – the pillion passenger juggling and spitting fire – ‘hey it’s a dragon on a
motorbike….’
Good days (mostly) I was never the same again – and eventually going on the road (for a bit
with the ‘Convoy’ in 1981) and then into a house for the winter some years and then out and
then in – and so it continues…….
Years later – I missed the Beanfield – thankfully – managed to get to Westbury – try to catch
up with people – see if any help needed. Bless the Festival Welfare Services – they were
needed. It was like a refugee camp, mud, rain, wind, people shocked and dazed. Man with a
broken leg in plaster hauling water in the mud. People with dysentery. …..
1987 Rollright Stones – I remember pulling onto site quite late – looked around – hey this is
nice – all the old faces, very rainy though, muddy….. a day later, lying in the bus and hear a
noise outside, people putting up a newpaper board someone had liberated from a village,
‘Hippies hold festival at Rollright Stones’ said the flyer. Still got a photo of it somewhere….
Alex leaping into the bus – where’s a camera – Douglas Hurd is here – we all piled out –
running across the lane to the Stones to watch him being questioned by a bunch of hippies
about government policy!!!”
By 1990, the Stonehenge Campaign claimed that the situation was bringing out, “the Dunkirk
spirit in thousands of people across Britain…Winston Churchill, who was a Druid, would have
been proud of the so-called ‘hippies’.” The exclusion zone around the Stones and the festival
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ban provided a focus for many activists, and they formed the Free Information Network (FIN),
the Stonehenge Campaign, and the Pagan and Druid Rights and Advice Service (PADRAS).
This organisation has attempted to bring about some sort of consensus among some very
disparate groups and individuals of a Druidic and/or Pagan persuasion. As a ‘for instance’,
George Firsoff wrote in Greenleaf as recently as November 1998,
“Because there is rivalry between different druid groups and their positions have been
entrenched for some time, this is proving to be a difficulty at English Heritage’s negotiations
about the Solstice.”

So, during this entire period up until the limited and successful free access to the Stones in
2000, some years only a few hundred Druids and Pagans were admitted on a ticket-only
basis. Other years, no one was legally invited. New Travellers were still a part of these
contingents, but in the years immediately after the Beanfield and Stoney Cross they were
nursing their wounds.
Richie Cotterill wrote from the Traveller
perspective in 1986:
“I find myself wondering if the
government/police strategy wasn’t a
success in their terms…eviction
proceedings speeded up and free festivals
almost completely
prevented…Communications have
effectively broken down and, it seems, only
the Campaigns for Human Rights and for
Freedom remain to attempt to remedy what
has almost become (temporarily) a ghost
phenomena.”
The period from 1985 to 1989 was not a
happy one for the remains of the Travelling
tribes. In the 1989 Festival Eye, Martha
Hicks wrote:
“Much of the work being done by people to
strengthen the festival movement and the
travelling community is being undone by a
few who get pissed out of their brains and
then inflict violence on people who are part
of their own family and community.”
“It is true that, in the wake of the the Beanfield and Stoney Cross trashings, many of us
turned to alcohol as a way of escaping some harsh realities. That was a long time ago and
most of have mellowed out and rebuilt our lives. The people who are causing the damage are
mostly quite new to the scene and were attracted by the sensationalist media reports of the
past years, when the press were describing refugees from police brutality as ‘mediaeval
brigands’.”
However, Martha’s view runs contrary to Alex Rosenberger’s more detailed comment in the
1990 issue of the same magazine, where he surveyed 1989’s festival scene:
“Last year was the best year for travellers and free festivals since the early 1980s. ..There
were so many festivals, sites and gatherings last year, all over the country, that it would have
been impossible for
anyone to go to them all.
From Beltane Free festival
at Uffington White Horse
to Frodo Baggins’ Birthday
Party at Clyro Court…the
anarchic Treworgey Tree
Fayre and its long term
traveller site in
Cornwall…(and) Wiltshire
constabulary tried their
best to turn the Summer
Solstice attempt to reach
Stonehenge into a national
sport. In the blue corner,
thousands of police, cooperation from the Home
Office, helpful magistrates,
and a budget of more that £500,000. In the green corner, about 800

walkers/pilgrims/travellers asserting their political and spiritual freedoms…The only way for
the police to stop people gathering for the Summer Solstice was to use a law so draconian
that almost everyone in the
(four mile) exclusion zone was
technically breaking the law.”
“Meanwhile most travellers
were over at Glastonbury,
where a large free festival had
sprung up in part of the
parking area of the CND
festival…the Travellers’ Field,
as the free festival became
known, had an excellent stage
which was the focus of a wild
party the night and early
morning of the
Solstice…many travellers
went to Treworgey from
Glastonbury…Large chunks
of it became a free festival immediately, and as the weekend wore on, and the organisation
became more chaotic, the barriers began to come down. By Sunday, Treworgey had become
one of the largest free festivals ever… Treworgey was a festival to remember. It also showed
how much talent and energy travellers can put into an event when they get the chance – the
same talent and energy that has been keeping the free festival idea alive through years of
severe repression.”
Ultimately though there has been a good deal of truth in the original new Traveller slogan:
We are the new people – We are the old people – We are the same people –
Stronger than before
There was also a
real concentration
on alternative sites
for celebration.
Alex Plows
suggested in a
letter to me:
“On many levels
Avebury is like the
moon to
Stonehenge’s sun
and throughout the
9Os was a major
solstice gathering
spot – always
ignored by the
police and really
very full-on (fires,
drumming in the stones, acoustic music – Space Goats and Dongas – Silbury hill and West
Kennet alive) when the inevitable conflict with the coppers was the main solstice vibe at
Stonehenge.
People (and I include myself here) were just not up 4 spending their solstices having a ruck
with the police. It was hardly like we were de-politicised – most of us having a break from
protest camps 4 a couple of weeks where we were confronting the cops etc on a daily basis.
We needed down time, to recharge in sacred landscape. I remember in fact a lot of
conversations about sympathetic magic, and how spending the summer solstice fighting with
cops was just sending bad energy down leylines (and of course the other side of this debate –
leaving them 2 it could be bad too). But having a really full-on vibe at another, equally
important site was a game plan as much as a withdrawal.”

In terms of the Stonehenge story, perhaps the Travellers have not been as central to its reopening as they were in the days of the free festival up to 1984. But the new groupings of
people that are the ‘Travellers’ of 2000+ include eco-rads from the tree, road and GM crop
protests; new Traveller-tribes such as the Dongas and the Tribe of Doris; rave and other
sound systems such as the United Sound System, the Spiral Tribe etc.; veterans of
Castlemorton’s impromptu rave ‘festival’ of 1992; radicalised squatters with years of global
resistance behind them; and Earth First, Reclaim the Streets and the Land is Ours
campaigners. The strength of the festival (now often called ‘festie’), activist and Traveller
culture is that it has been able to adapt, evolve, excite and involve. Indeed, it remains largely
an inclusive, rather than exclusive society. Alex wrote to me recently, saying:
“I remember when Newbury was happening, and there was the camp at Fairmile too, I got the
real sense that protest camps were the only ‘safe sites’, plus the protection of being a folkhero (to some!!!) rather than the folk devil/social deviant…yes, there are biodegradable tribes
and fashions etc., but also people are living real lives – they are making political points, they
are trying to live outside society, or they are escaping from what that society has done to
them, or a mix of all three and more besides.”
Alex added in a further note;
“1990 onwards: rave/Bedlam/Spiral Tribe/Travellers – new generation of festy scene – E
culture (a new generation out of cities.)
1992: roads protesters et al – connections to sacred landscape lots of people out in the
countryside living that lifestyle, benders in the woods, on hillforts, regenerating the scene
(remember free festy circuit more or less pigged – out post 92: so Castlemorton clampdown
important focus) with lots of little blim, semi- impromtu gatherings – plus again protests on
sacred sites under threat from roads (Solsbury Hill, Bath was another example).”
As one Squall slogan puts it: “necessity breeds ingenuity.” And nowhere is that more
apparent than amongst the hardy bands of pilgrims who ran the police gauntlet ragged each
year in their attempts to make a free festival happen, or to reach the Stones.

And as dreds, combats and Doc Marten’s replaced earlier more hippy attire, Traveller culture
found itself, as the eighties moved into the nineties, representing a kind of anti-fashion
statement, symbolic of a newly evolved alternative lifestyle. Hawkwind were still remembered
as one of the archetypal Traveller-bands, NikTurner’s Allstars and Daevid Allen and the
remains of Gong never really went away; but they were now joined by a new range of bands

such as the Levellers, Chumbawamba, Seize the Day, Kangaroo Moon, Baka Beyond and the
Space Goats, who sang: “We are the Pixie People – Are you one of the Fairy Folk?’ The
festie and Traveller scene had received its own blood transfusion, a process that has
continued into the new millennium, despite the attempts post-Castlemoreton to finally
criminalise the lifestyles out of
existence with the 1994
Criminal Justice and Public
Order Act (known popularly, or
unpopularly, as the CJA!).
The CJA was aimed very
specifically at Travellers and
their park-ups, ravers and
raves, parties, road protestors,
squatters and ‘trespassory
assemblies’ – a new and
legalistically dodgy concept.
The aim was to prevent anyone
organising or participating in
any group of 20 or more,
located in a specific area of up
to 78 square miles. Whilst
targeted specifically at the Stonehenge events, the aim was to give local councils, the police
and the Home Secretary carte blanche to ban any event they knew of in advance that they
wanted to prevent. The CJA also made it illegal under criminal law for more than six vehicles
to ‘trespass’ together. Sounds oddly biblical put that way, doesn’t it?
But the CJA didn’t deal the final death blow to the festies, the raves or the Travellers. In fact,
I’d suggest that the Act and the subsequent attempts by the authorities to clamp down on
what became know as the DiY culture, has actually brought people together. The old labels
such as ‘road protestors’, ‘Travellers’, ‘squatters’ etc. became blurred in the process. Even
new Travellers and traditional Gypsy Travellers began to find common ground through groups
such as the Friends and Families of Travellers (FFT) and the Travellers’ School Charity
(TSC). The tribes were many, but were becoming much more politicised, vocal, global and
visible in their cultures of resistance during the 1990s. They no longer operated in what Hakim
Bey called Temporary Autonomous Zones (TAZ) – they were on the street, in yerr face!

And while the G8 protests and the Carnival against Capitalism-type mass events included
ugly aspects of violence, they raised the profile of corporate global capitalism and its

oppressive effects on the developing countries of the
world. Rather like in the 1960s, those involved felt that
they were part of an international movement.
Everyone, and the festival scene in particular, had
become far more politicised. And their actions also
gained some limited support from other members of
society, especially in relation to action against road
building. Also at the ‘acceptable’ end of the spectrum,
many of the old festival and Traveller people got
seriously involved with environmentalism. Many bought
land and tried to live more simply, practising
permaculture, organic farming and developing
woodland skills. This was alternative society showing
that it had a range of skills and that it had not opted,
wholesale, out of society. In a real sense, the
‘alternative futures’ movement has begun to ‘come of
age’. Alternative technologies, housing co-ops, and
even intentional communities had become
‘mainstreamed’ – at least to some extent.
Festies of the nineties and two-thousands
Despite the exclusion order, Stonehenge still attracted
a number of solstice-visitors during the 1990s. Alex
Plows in a note to me wrote:
“1995???: very important Stonehenge ‘liberation’
th
action on 50 anniversary of WW2 Armistice massive
party at the Stones (again that acoustic/mushroom/communal-informal ritual Pagan vibe – a
couple of hundred protestors etc. Seen as a real magical energy moment by political Pagans,”
and she adds:
“I remember after J18 (1999) when there was a big confrontation at the Stones with quite a
few arrests at the solstice a few days later – at the same time
there was a really kick-off Pagan party in Avebury, with 2 (!)
police, who were fire-juggling at one point.”
By 1998, the solstice
scene down on
Salisbury Plain, was
parodied in Festival
Eye, now under the
editorship of Andy
Smith. He describes it
as a fantasy football or
cricket match, rather
than the boxing match
of yore. Andy: “…many
thousands of people
have believed that they
would be unable to get
into the event or that it
has ‘sold out’…we just
need to get the true
supporters back into
the event. Genuine
fans have stayed away
in recent years partly to do with hooliganism
perpetrated by some of the ‘other side’s’
supporters.”
From 1989 onwards, Glastonbury festival under
the stewardship of Michael Eavis was steered away from its pure pop festival roots, or

perhaps it went a part way back to its roots. 1989 saw the renewed focus on the Green Field
and a One Earth Arts Village. Michael said at the time: “We’ve got the biggest green gathering
in the country.” He also commented on the relationship between Glasto and Stonehenge:
“…we had to cope with loads of people who would have gone to Stonehenge…and they took
it out on us. I understand that there are people on the fringe of society that feel that they are
right out of it and so they want to take it to pieces. You can understand it, but it’s difficult to
cope with in my position, isn’t it?”
My own view would be, having been to half a dozen of the nineties Glastonbury
extravaganzas, that they are neither all bad or all good. There are still wonderful bits going
on at the edges of the official areas, but it’s VERY, VERY BIG. And being commercial it can
never again be just another little free festival – it goes with the scale of things. Many of the
Travellers resent this change, the fact that the jobs they used to do have gone to other
people, and perhaps most of all, the fact that their live-in vehicles usually complete with their
dogs, are not allowed on the Glastonbury site, unless they de-camp their pets elsewhere. It’s
been an uneasy truce from both sides, with the occasional skirmish taking place. Alan Lodge
was quoted after complaints about the new Travellers at the Pipplers’ field (outside of the
main site) during the Glasto 2000 event, saying: “Good God. How dare they. We helped build
this event and it was something to do with the alternative.”
Economically and socially aspects of the festival culture has spilled over into Glastonbury and
other New Age centres like
Totnes and Tintagel. They
have ultimately become
dependent upon alternative
society tourism. Along with
offering crystals, rainbow
light work, tarot readings and
a myriad of massage
techniques and veggie food,
these centres market ‘earth
mysteries’ and the links with
Britain’s myths and legends,
particularly those
surrounding King Arthur and
the grail.
Inevitably, the new musical
fashions of the 1990s and
2000s have brought in new musical tastes into the Traveller ranks. Many have grown up on a
diet of rave music. A number have organised the major sound systems like Bedlam and the
Spirals, and have taken their systems right across Europe, organising free parties and
teknivals/technovals even in the Czech Republic and other former Eastern bloc countries.
There’s also been a lot of cross-over between collectives such as Exodus in Luton and the
remnants of the Claremont Road and Guinness squats. By the end of 1990s, a different, more
world-oriented Traveller circuit had evolved. Groups of performance artists like Mutoid Waste
spread globally, and now have encampments in Italy and Australia. In the UK, smaller, more
eco-festies like the Big Green Gathering, Northern Big Green, Severn Revels, the Lammas
camps, the Rainbow circle camps and some impromptu raves have become the new ‘summer
season’.
Stonehenge futures
I’ve purposely used the plural for this heading. There could be many futures. At least we have
been allowed back to the Stones. But there’s the rub – it has felt, as Di Wandelt has
commented in Festival Eye 2001 that:
“…vast amounts of manpower and money have been wasted on trying to prevent the
festivities from happening over the past sixteen years!…The outcome has justified our
actions…Let’s hope a lesson has been learned and that the Solstice celebrations continue in
the spirit of tolerance, freedom, and love…Which rather begs the question: When can we
have our festival back?

But even so, progress was being made towards a reconciliation. Margaret Greenfields wrote
to me:
“When they reopened the Stones in 2000:
I walked across the fields from the car park – thinking I’m glad we came in the other end – it
would be too much to pull in the way we always used to in the old days. Looking at the
massed ranks of vehicles, cars, motorbikes, trucks, buses, horseboxes. All a lot more low-key
now – don’t see many of the big bright sexy paint-jobs. And I walked in the rain, not believing
what I saw. I was surprised that as I stumbled across those ruts in the field, clutching the
hand of my 10 year old daughter, that I had tears rolling down my face. We were back.
And I tell you I wasn’t the only person I saw that night in tears – a lot of old faces. Often we
just nodded at each other, no need for words. It was one of the most emotional times of my
life.”
Solstice events in 2000 and subsequently have passed off pretty successfully. They’ve
brought back the smiles to the faces of many ‘old hands’ and ‘first time’ Solstice visitors. Now,
some groups like the Spirals want a return to a full-on festival with big sound systems; others
would prefer it to be chilled, mellow, with acoustic-only sounds, Druids, Pagans, dancing,
chanting. Time will tell.
In the meanwhile, I’ll end these reminiscences with two descriptions of the Solstice
celebrations of 2000 and 2001 from myself and Zoë James.

Spiral Tribe say

